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Abstract— In this paper
�

we consider the problem of
acquiring time and frequency synchronization in a filtered
multitone (FMT) modulated system. An FMT based system
differs from the popular OFDM system in the deployment
of sub–channel shaping filters. Although the synchronization
problem in OFDM is well understood, in an FMT system
it presents several challenges. A number of techniques for
the offsets correction are proposed. The transmission filter
bank proprieties are exploited in the time domain before
the demodulator. The use of special training symbol is also
discussed.

Index Terms— Filtered multitone modulation, OFDM,
time–frequency synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicarrier modulation has attracted great attention for
application to wideband wireless channels. This is because
it has the potentiality of simplifying the equalization task
that becomes mandatory in wideband channels experi-
encing severe frequency selectivity. Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) is probably among the most
popular multicarrier modulation techniques. More general
multicarrier schemes deploy sub–channel filters with pos-
sibly time-frequency concentrated response. Under certain
conditions they can be implemented by using an IFFT
followed by low–rate sub–channel filtering. These schemes
are referred to as filtered multitone (FMT) modulated
systems [1]. If the sub–channels have disjoint frequency
response, i.e., they do not overlap in frequency, it is possi-
ble to avoid the inter–carrier interference (ICI) and get low
inter–symbol interference (ISI) that can be corrected with
simplified sub–channel equalization [2]. FMT modulation
has the potentiality of achieving better spectral efficiency
than OFDM [3].

It is well know that acquisition of the frame (symbol)
timing, and carrier frequency in OFDM must be performed
�
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very accurately, otherwise a loss in orthogonality between
the sub–channels is introduced which translates into ICI
[4]. The problem is well understood and several robust
techniques are presented in literature, e.g. [5], [6].

In an FMT system the symbol timing and carrier
frequency acquisition is still of great importance [7]. In
this paper we start reporting the results of the analysis
of the effect on performance of the time and frequency
misalignments in an FMT system. We investigate different
approaches for the estimation of the symbol timing and
carrier frequency. The use of training preambles at the
beginning of the transmitted frame is commonly used. Its
length has to be kept as small as possible especially for
burst transmission as in wireless LANs. To this respect,
in an OFDM system, synchronization can be acquired, in
principle, by exploiting the redundancy of the cyclic prefix
[4]. In an FMT system the sub–channel filters inevitably
introduce some overhead, i.e. burst transients. However,
the overall overhead can be kept small when the training
sequence are designed jointly with the sub–channel filters.
We propose a completely blind technique for the time-
frequency synchronization purpose, that exploits the trans-
mission filter bank characteristics. We report performance
curves that confirm our analysis and the efficiency of the
proposed synchronization algorithms.

II. TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER MODEL

The scheme that describes a multicarrier system [1] is
shown in Fig. 1. The information sequences ��� �����
	������ ����������� �����

are transmitted in parallel on the
�

sub–
channels. The available transmission bandwidth � �
�����! "�$#%���

is subdivided in
�

sub–channels. If the
up-sampling factor

#
is equal to the number of sub–

channels
�

the system is referred to as critically sampled
FMT (CS–FMT), otherwise, when

#&�(')�
,
'+*,�

,
the system is refered to as non–critically sampled FMT
(NCS–FMT). The excess bandwidth factor, - �+'.�/�

,
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Fig. 1. Transmission block diagram based on filter–bank modulation and demodulation. The � –th, ���������	��
�
�
������� , sub–channel is carried on the
frequency �������������������� "!$# . All the sub–channels are filtered with %&�(')# and *+�,')# , i.e. prototype filter is used.

allows a frequency guard insertion between adjacent sub–
channels. In fact in an FMT modulator the transmission
prototype filter - �).�	 , that it is assumed identical for every
sub–channel, is designed for allowing an ideal frequency
separation between adjacent sub-channels. The prototype
filter at the receiver / �).�	 is matched to - ��.�	 . The trans-
mission chain include digital–to–analog, and analog–to–
digital converters (DAC/ADC). We consider a multipath
radio channel with an exponential power delay profile. The
system performance is simulated for different values of the
root–mean–square time delay spread 0�1 �32 . In this paper
we have implemented the FMT modulator and the channel
model as described in [3] where a detailed description of
the system parameters can be found. The main system
parameters are:

� � ��4+5
,
' � ������476

, � �8496��
Hz,

0 1 �32 �;: ��< � ��� �
s, and =?>A@ �B496

dB. The filters
- ��.�	 have support

.DCFE � ���  � ������� � G!� � � 	 �! 	IH
, withG � ��4

. The demodulator prototype filter is / ��J �  	"�
-LK ��� G!� �MJ�	 �  	

, N J
. In the simulations that follow we

deploy square root raseid cosine prototype pulses in NCS–
FMT, while in CS- FMT we deploy rectangular windowed
pulses see, [3] for details.

III. TIMING-FREQUENCY MISALIGNMENT EFFECTS

The modulated signal O ��J �  	 (Fig.1) reads

O �PJ �! 	 �RQTSVUW
�YXVZ

[W
\ X S [ � �

�����
	 - �PJ �! � ���
	�]_^a`�b �dce (1)

The demodulator output for the sub–channel f at time
���

is given by

g9h �����
	 � [W
i X S [kj

�PJ �! 	�] S ^l`�b h ce / � ���.�mJ �! 	
(2)

where j
��J �  	

is the received signal, that we consider
impaired by time and frequency offsets,

j
�PJ �! 	 � O ��J �! $npoq.�	l] S ^l`�b9r�s iutwv

(3)

for ease of notation an ideal propagation media is assumed.
Note also that all subcarriers have the same frequency
shift. The timing offset

oq. �yx+z �  
is an integer numberx{z

of the chip period
�  

. The frequency offset
o}| �

x s ���$�~x s � ��# is measured whit respect to the sub–
channel bandwidth. Using (1) and (3) in (2), the per-
subcarrier output reads

g7h ����� 	 �R] S ^l`�b+r�s�r z Q�S�UW
�YXVZ

[W
\+� X S [ � �

�������
	�] ^&`�b ���P�e

� [W
i X S [ - ���PJ�n�x{z 	 �  � � � �
	 / �����.��J �  	�]_^�`�b&� � S h S ������ ce

(4)

The joint contribution of the timing and frequency offset
gives a common phase error � � exp

������4+��o�|Voq.�	
.

In the following, we separately consider the effects of
timing and frequency offsets. For OFDM this effects are
well understood [4]. Note that we refer to the discrete
time implementation of the OFDM modulator as discrete
multitone (DMT) modulator.

A. Timing Offset Effects

Let
o s � � , eq. (4) becomes

g h �����
	 �R]u^l`�b h �P�e [W
\9� X S [ �

h ��� � �
	

� [W
i X S [ - � ��J�nmx{z 	 �  � � � �
	 / � ��� �mJ �  	 (5)

We observe a signal constellation rotation � �
exp
�,��4{� f x{z � � 	

that it is function of the sub–channel
f and of the timing offset error. An ISI contribution
appears too. No ICI terms are present, this is due to
the spectral containment proprieties of the transmission
prototype filters .

B. Frequency Offset Effects

Let
oqz � �

, eq. (4) becomes

g9h �����
	 ��QTSVUW
�YXVZ

[W
\ � X S [ � �

��� � �
	�]_^a`�b9��� � S h � \ � ] S ^&`�b+r�s \ � t

� [W
� X S [ -

��� �  	 / ����� � � � � �"� �  	�] ^l`�b&� � S h ���e ] S ^l`�b+r�s � t v

(6)
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Fig. 2. Complementary distribution function (CDF) of the achievable bit rate (ABR) for DMT, CS-FMT, and NCS-FMT for different timing offsets� ' and different signal propagation conditions.

In this case both ISI and ICI arise. In particular, for
 �

f , i.e., we look at the ISI contribution, a phase rotation
of the constellation � �

exp
� ����4{��o}| � � � 	

appears. If
we evaluate (6) in the frequency domain, it is clear that
ICI on the subcarrier f is generated by only one adjacent
subcarrier. For example, if

o}|
is positive and smaller than

the subcarriers spacing, the ICI on subcarrier f is due to
the subcarrier f � � (assuming band–limited sub–channels).
Note that NCS-FMT is more robust to the frequency offset
than CS-FMT thanks to the excess bandwidth factor - * � .

If we consider a dispersive radio channel, the effects
that we have described remain basically the same. It has
to be said however, that the radio channel may increase the
ISI contribution. A per–subcarrier equalizer is deployed to
reduce the ISI impact [2]. Channel estimation that includes
also the phase rotations � � � , and � is needed for the
robustness of the system.

In order to confirm the above analysis we show sim-
ulation results in Fig.2. We report the complementary
distribution function (CDF) of the achievable bit rate
(ABR) [1] for CS-FMT and NCS-FMT in the presence
of timing offset. A fractionally spaced decision feedback
equalizer (FS–DFE) per sub-channel is used for the sys-
tem equalization [2]. For comparison purposes we have
included the performance of DMT too. In DMT, when

oq.
plus the channel length, exceed the cyclic prefix, ISI and
ICI appear with a conventional one tap DMT equalizer.
System performance in the presence of frequency offset
is reported in Fig.4 [3]. The simulation confirms the
robustness of the FMT system for small values of

o}|
with

respect to DMT. In particular NCS-FMT is more robust
than CS-FMT. Generally, FMT achieves higher theoretical
transmission bit rates than DMT also in the presence of
time and frequency impairments. We point out that the
advantages of FMT over DMT is obtained at the expense

of some increased receiver complexity. However, several
simplified equalization approaches can be adopted [2], [7].

In the following we discuss how to achieve time-
frequency synchronization in FMT modulation based
transmission systems.

IV. SYNCHRONIZATION STRATEGIES

In the following we described two different approaches
for time-frequency synchronization of FMT modulated
systems. The first one exploits the FMT modulator char-
acteristics allowing for blind time-frequency synchroniza-
tion. The second one makes use of special multicarrier
training symbols.

A. Blind Time-Frequency synchronization

The purpose, herein, is to determine the transmission
starting point. The filter bank structure in an FMT mod-
ulator introduces memory between successive transmitted
symbols that allows for a blind synchronization algorithm.
From Fig.1 we observe that each data stream � � ��� 	 is
passed through a prototype interpolator filter with up–
sampling factor equal to

#
. Let � � � � 	 be the first data

symbol transmitted on sub-channel


. Then, since the
prototype filter is real, even, casual and it decays with
time, the output samples that correspond to the first half
of the filtering transient, have the highest contribution due
to the data symbol � � � � 	 . The remaining contribution
is due to the post–cursors data. When ��� � � 	 is in the
correspondence to the filter main taps the interference due
to the post–cursor can be neglected. The same properties
hold when all filter outputs are summed together and are
passed to a common propagation media. We exploit this
FMT peculiarity to determine the transmission starting
time. This is done in the time–domain before the FMT



demodulator as we show in the following two subsections.

1) Time Correlation: the correlation of the received
sequence of samples, that corresponds to two adjacent
multicarrier symbols, can be evaluated using the following
metric:

� ��� 	 �
� SVUW
� XVZ j K ����� n���	 �! 	

j
������n.� n���	 �! 	

(7)

where �
	 � . � is chosen taking into account the delay
introduced by the DAC/ADC filters and the radio channel.
For the scenario described in this paper, a good choice is
� � � � G � �

.
Let,

@ ��� 	 �
� SVUW
� XVZ

�
j
� ��� n���	 �  	� `

(8)

be the received signal energy that corresponds to the first
multicarrier symbol. Then, we can define the following
synchronization metric:

� ��� 	 � � � ��� 	�� `
@ ` ��� 	 (9)

In Fig.3 an example of this metric behavior is shown.
Similar plots can be obtained for both CS–FMT and NCS–
FMT. A peak in

� ��� 	
denotes the start of transmission.

The point � 2 � argmax � � ��� 	 (10)

is in correspondence of the first half of the prototype filter
transient.

The correct frame starting point that corresponds to the
first useful received sample (in Fig.3 is equal to zero), can
can be exactly determined from

� 2 as a function of the
particular prototype filter shape adopted at the transmitter
side.

This method is similar to the technique used in DMT
[6], but in this case special training symbols are not
required.
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Fig. 3. Example of synchronization metric  ���_# for an AWGN channel,
SNR=25dB.
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� �3����
 �u��! .

As shown in Fig.3, the metric
� ��� 	

presents an uncer-
tainty around the optimum sampling time. We can average
the metric over a window of length � U ( � U

��� �{5
in this

paper) to reduce this effect, thus obtaining the metric [8]:

�
U
��� 	 � �

� U
n �

ZW
� X S � U

� ��� n���	
(11)

After time synchronization, we can estimate the fre-
quency offset using (7). In fact the main phase difference
between two adjacent multicarrier symbols is due to the
frequency offset. The metric

� ��� 	
accumulates the phase

variation, and
o�|

can be estimated as:

o}|%� phase
� � ��� 2 	 	4{��� ��' (12)

This algorithm allows for the estimation of
o�|

if it is
lower than the subcarriers separation � ��� .

Simulation results of the joint time-frequency synchro-
nization are reported in Fig.4 assuming a time dispersive
channel, asynchronous transmission and a frequency offseto}| � � � 6 ���

. It should be noted that the performance
with practical estimation is better than the case wheno}|%� � � � �����

remains uncorrected, and timing is perfect.
2) Energy Level: a simpler time synchronization tech-

nique can be obtained by measuring the received energy
level. As shown in Fig.5, the energy quantity @ ��� 	 in (8)
rapidly increases at the beginning of the frame (assuming
no previous transmissions). A similar technique has been
proposed in [9] for DMT modulation, where power drops
are generated by additional null symbols.

Improved estimation can be obtained by the concate-
nation of the energy level approach followed by the
correlation approach of the previous subsection.
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B. Time-Frequency synchronization using special training
symbols

It is very common in DMT systems to insert special pream-
bles at the beginning of the frame for synchronization
purposes [6], [8]. The application of this technique to
FMT modulation is not straightforward. As an example,
we extend to CS-FMT the approach by Schmidl and Cox
[6]. That is based on the idea of receiving two identical
samples, rotated by a constant phase offset if a frequency
offset is present, every period of length, say,

� �  
:

j
� ��J�n.� 	 �  �

j
�PJ �  	�]_^&`�b+r�s Q t v

(13)

Then, the timing and carrier frequency estimation metrics
are the ones described in [6]. The problem with FMT is
that the prototype filter introduces memory and transients.
Therefore, to obtain the desired cyclic property in the
received samples a longer preamble has to be used. Let
> � be the length in multiples of

�
of the equivalent

filter that comprises the prototype filter, the DAC/ADC,
and the dispersive channel. Then, the received samples
corresponding to two adjacent multicarrier symbols, have
the cyclic property, after a transient, if we feed each trans-
mit prototype filter with > � n �

identical data symbols.
Different sub-channels may use different data symbols.
The drawback with this approach is that the amount of
redundancy is a function of the prototype pulse length,
and therefore can be significantly high. However, we
have found that the preamble length can be significantly
shortened by taking into account the fact that the number
of significant taps, i.e., the highest energy taps, in the
equivalent filter chain is small.

As another example, we report in Fig.6 the synchro-
nization metric when a preamble of the type proposed in
[8] is used for the CS-FMT system. Note that the memory
introduced by the transmission prototype filter generates
a series of peaks in

� ��� 	
, which translates into some

unreliability in the choice of the optimum sampling time.
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Fig. 6. Example of synchronization metric for an AWGN channel
(SNR=25dB) when a burst preamble of the type proposed in [8] has
been transmitted.

V. CONCLUSION

Time-frequency synchronization of filtered multitone
(FMT) modulated transmission systems has been dis-
cussed. The signal analysis has demonstrated that a time
offset is well tolerated in an FMT system when a per–
subchannel equalizer is used for ISI cancellation. The
frequency offset has a more important impact on the
performance due to the ICI contribution.

Various techniques for joint time-frequency synchro-
nization have been examined. Both blind and preamble
based approaches have been considered. The blind pro-
posed algorithm has shown good time-frequency offset
correction capability with the advantage that no training
sequences are required. The comparison between FMT and
DMT reveals that the former has higher spectral efficiency.
An important open issue remains the estimation of the
subcarrier impulse response. To this respect the non–blind
methods can allow for easier channel estimation.
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